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Andersen Spain has hired Natalia Tamames to reinforce its Culture, Sports and Entertainment
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Lawyer, Natalia Tamames, was interviewed
in Iberian Lawyer last issue as a
representative of the young talent in the
legal sector of the Iberian market.

Natalia is a double graduate in Law and Business Administration (E-3) from the Universidad Pontificia
Comillas (ICADE). She has a Master's degree in Intellectual Property and New Technologies, and
training in music, performing arts and Art History at Berkeley College of Music, among other
institutions. In addition to Spain, she has studied in France and Hong Kong, which has allowed her to
enrich her training and her vision of the world.

She began her professional career at Cuatrecasas, after internships at EY and Garrigues and then
continued as Legal & Business Affairs at Sony/ATV Music Publishing, and later joined Baker
McKenzie as an IPTech lawyer. Before joining Andersen, she advised musicians and creators, and
taught at UNIR and Campus Las Musas, being artistically involved in Sofar Sounds and Fever.

She is also part of the talent network Nova, and Talent for the Future, designing concrete ideas to
influence the reconstruction of our society.

In her LinkedIn profile, Natalia states that she is “very happy to have joined Andersen Spanish office
(Andersen in Spain) and take part as an IP, IT & Culture lawyer at the Culture, Sports and
Entertainment department. I am really excited with this new step in my career, advising in media,
leisure, art, sports and entertainment. Our team dedicated to Cultural law is highly specialized in
each area of the law, especially in the disciplines of Intellectual Property, Regulatory and Tax law,
and with a deep knowledge of the referred industries and each business area therein. In the
audiovisual and performing arts sectors, we have extensive experience in providing comprehensive
advice on all types of national and international co-productions, as well as on performing arts,
theatre, musicals, concerts and festivals.”
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